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R, A , F, "WEA THER-MEN" HELP TO BEAT JAPS

Performing an important job in helping to.sustain air attacks against the Japanese
in Burma ore the R*A.F* ! s "Heather Men", Before they 'put on uniform, few of them knew

anything about meteorology: they were school—masters, scientists, chemists.

In collaboration with the Indian Meteorological Department, their daily job is

probing the secrets of the vast atmospheric roof of one of the world’s greatest land

masses.
'

Flying ever desert, jungle and mountain through sunshine, rain, cloud and

darkness, pilots rely on their forecasts for safety and the success of their missions.
The weather-maps they plot, predicting conditions varying from the hot winds of the

Sind desert to the' mists and snows of the Himalayas, and the storms and cyclones of

Bengal, are probably the most remarkable in the world.

India’s weather-forecasting service began nearly 100 years ago, but now, under war

conditions it has received a tremendous impetus. -A vast network of meteorological
reporting stations is being built up which will serve India’s air-.,-ays well in the days
of peace* 11heady farmers and the civil population, as well as the R.A.F*, have reason

to be grateful to the "weather men". The fate of crops and harvests depends largely
upon the weather. learnings of cyclones and Hurricanes flashed across hundreds of
miles have saved countless- lives,

Describing their work, a R.A.F.’ meteorological officer said: "We get our reports
every day from many centres in India, a lot of which were established In peace time:
but the lack of weather reports from Burma, where weather disturbances often originate,
makes the job a hard one at times* We send aircraft out occasionally, to have a look •
at the weather conditions over enemy—occupied territory, and of course bomber and fighter
pilots flying back over Jap country hand in weather reports, toe* Those help us

enormously in forecasting future weather over India*

"The wettest place in the world is in my zone - a town called Cherrapunji in Assam*
It is a hill district, which gets 440 inches of rain a year** Compared with London* s

26 inches a year that’s pretty wet,Its wet by any standards, and gets no fewer than
100 inches of rain every June and 0 similar downpour - in...July* On the Arakan front

20 inches a day is not unknown*

"Cloud - the worst weather enemy of fliers - may extend from the surface of the

earth up to great cloud-towers 30,000 and 35,000 feet high, containing immensely strong

up-and-down currents, while electrical storms play strange tricks with wireless-. and other
delicate instruments. - •

’’lndia, ringed as it is by mountains, jungles and seas, is one of the most difficult

lands on earth for weather predictors, but we do our best".

Just how good that best is may be judged from the remarkable success which attends

R.A>,F* bombing raids and fighter sweeps over enemy territory -raids which

almost without interruption all through the appalling weather of the monsòn •.


